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Second Supplement to an Essay on the Theory of Systems of Rays. 

By WILLIAM R. HAMILTON, Royal Astronomer of Ireland, 

(ST. 4.c. 

Read October 25, 1830. 

INTRODUCTION. 

THE present Supplement contains the integration of some partial 

differential equations, to which I have been conducted by the view 

of mathematical optics, proposed in my former memoirs. Accord 

ing to that view, the geometrical properties of an optical system of 

rays, may be deduced by analytic methods, from the form of one 

characteristic function ; of which the partial differential coeffi 

cients of the first order, taken with respect to the three rectangular 

coordinates of any proposed point of the system, are, in the case of 

ordinary light, equal to the index of refraction of the medium, mul 

tiplied by the cosines of the angles which the ray passing through 

the point makes with the axes of coordinates: and as these cosines 

are connected by the known relation that the sum of their squares is 
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unity, there results a corresponding connexion between the partial 

differential coefficients to which they are proportional. This con 

nexion is expressed by an equation which it is interesting to study 

and to integrate, because it contains a general property of ordinary 

systems of rays, and because its integral is a general form for the 

characteristic function of such a system. The integral which I have 

given in the present memoir, is deduced from equations assigned in 

my former Supplement ; an elimination which had been before 

supposed, being now effected, by the theorems which Laplace has 

established in the second Book of the Micanique Coleste, for the 

development of functions into series. The development thus ob 

tained, proceeds according to the ascending powers of the perpendi 

cular distances of a variable point from the tangent planes of the 

two rectangular developable pencils which pass through an assumed 

ray of the system, and according to the descending powers of the 

distances of the projection of the variable point upon the assumed 

ray, from the points in which that ray touches the two caustic sur 

faces. In the case of rays contained in one plane, or symmetric 

about one axis, the partial differential equation takes simpler forms, 

of which I have assigned the integrals, and have given an example of 

their optical use, by briefly shewing their connexion with the longi 

tudinal aberrations of curvature. I hope, in a future memoir, to 

point out other methods of integrating the general equation for the 
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characteristic function of ordinary systems of rays, and other ap 

plications of the resulting expressions, to the solution of optical pro 

blems. 

WILLIAM R. HAMILTON. 

OBSERVATORY, October, 1830. 

P 2 



SECOND SUPPLEMENT. 

Statement and Integration of the Partial Differential Equation, which 
determines the Characteristic Function of Ordinary Systems of Rays, 
produced by any Number of successive Reflexions or Refractions. 

1. SUPPOSE that rays of a given colour diverge from a given 
luminous origin, and undergo any number of successive changes of 

direction, according to the known laws of ordinary reflexion and 

refraction, at surfaces having any given shapes and positions, and 

enclosing media of any given refractive indices. Let a, is, 7, be the 

cosines of the angles which the direction of a final ray makes with 

three rectangular axes, and let x, y, z, be the three rectangular 
coordinates, referred to the same axes, of a point upon this final ray ; 
then a, j3, 7, will in general be functions of x, y, z, such, that if fh 
denote the refractive index of the final medium, for rays of the given 
colour, the expression 

dx  Sdy y dz 

is equal to the differential of a certain function V, of which I have 
shewn the existence and the meaning in former memoirs, and which 
I have called the characteristic function of the final system. The de 
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sign of the present Supplement, is to point out some new properties 
and uses of this function, resulting from the partial differential 

equation 

(27117  CrY 
 Pt (A 

which we obtain by eliminating the three cosines a, is, 7, between 

the three equations 
dV dV n dV 

(ha =fL,  ivy , (B 

by the help of the known relation 

42 -I 152   1. 

2. The equation (A), is a particular case of a more general 
differential equation, for all optical systems of rays ordinary or 

extraordinary, obtained by eliminating the same three cosines, a,(3,7, 

by the same known relation between the three following equations, 
assigned in my former memoirs, 

dV 3v dV v dV h  '  
Ty' 

in which V is the characteristic function of the system, and v is a 

homogeneous function of a, 7, of the first dimension, representing 
the velocity of the light, estimated on the hypothesis of emission, 
and differentiated as if et, g, 7, were three independent variables. 
And the integral of (A), is a particular case of a more general inte 

gral, extending to all optical systems of straight rays, and consist 

ing of the following combination of equations, assigned in my for 
mer Supplement : 
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v 3v 
w+V=xg. Y 

3W 32v 32v 32v 
30-7 2 Yer z ' 

a w rv   ya-j -r Y &#18;2 z 

w 3v , 32v 
v-xEri -ryw-47-zv-; 

between which the three quantities a, le, 7, are to be eliminated ; W 

being an arbitrary but homogeneous function of these three quanti 
ties, of the dimension zero ; and the partial differential coefficients in 

which the sign 3 occurs, being formed by differentiating the homoge 
neous functions W, v, as if a, g, 7, were three independent variables. 

In applying these general results to ordinary systems of rays, we are 

to put 
v (42  A2  gY2)i ; 

11:2 le  v ' 
Fy 

' 

rt.)r V 11..2 
raT  17 (v2 Le .2 .  e 112 0),  (v2  P.2 72 ; 

[deo 32v ug4,ya  
Icks 

 144:37  

or, (making after the differentiations a' 7,2  1, 

3v 3v 
v&.  , /4/41  

v 32v  (1 '"'" 462  Ps (1  A2 P   I  V 2 

32v 412v 32v 
5;;Y, 

  147 37-71; 
 14704 ; 
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and therefore, 

W V  (aX  Ay .1 , 

 p,x pAls (az  , 

 (aX Aly -I viz), 
(C 

31,J7  ikz (ax gly vz) 

This system of equations (C is one form for the integral of the 

partial differential equation (A); the quantifies a, g, being sup 
posed to be eliminated, and W being an arbitrary function of these 

quantities, of the kind already mentioned. 

Transformation and Development of the Integral. 

3. The system of equations (C may be transformed into the 

following 
dU n dU du dU v  U  at. P 7-IAT  "  

in which U is a function of the three independent variables a, 1, z, 
obtained from the function W by putting 

U  W p,7z , (E 

and by considering as a function of a, 13. Let us now proceed to 

eliminate a, 13, between the three equations (D), by the theorems 

which Laplace has given in the second Book of the Mecanique 
Celeste, for the development of functions into series. 

This elimination may be simplified by a proper choice of the 

coordinates. The rays of an ordinary system being perpendicular to 

to the surfaces which have for equation 

 const. 

(D 
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compose in general two series of rectangular developable pencils, and 

are tangents to two caustic surfaces. Let us therefore denote by 

x y z three rectangular coordinates so chosen, that the axis of z, 
coincides with some given ray, and that the planes of x, z, and y, z, 
are the tangent planes of the two developable pencils to which that 

ray belongs ; and let a g 7 denote, for any proposed ray of the sys 

tem, the cosines of the angles which the ray makes with the axes of 

XI y, z, . The equations (A (B (C (D (E will apply to the 

coordinates thus chosen, by simply changing v y z to x, y, z, ; and 

by changing 7 to its value 

 1  42  32  1  

in which 

- (4 .46 &c, 7 2 
 

1 . 3. 5. ... (2i  1 (.2  A2),  2 
1' 2.4.6. 

 4 -.. 
2. 4. 6. ... (2i  2 2i 4. 4 

the function TY will in general admit of being thus developed, 

w  frv). BO  W(3  th W(4  &C. 

W13), , B, being constants, and W(3), 1'V(4), W(i), being rational 

homogeneous functions of the two small variables a, (3, of the dimen 

sions 3, 4, i, respectively. The constants A B, are here the dis 

tances upon the ray, from the points in which it touches the two 

caustic surfaces, to the origin of the coordinates x, y, z, ; and the 

terms proportional to a, (3, ag, disappear from the development of W, 

by the choice which we have made of these coordinates, and by the 

principles of the former Supplement. In this manner the functioh 

U becomes 

U tkWA ff.;  (z, di (42 (z, B /32 p,17(3 (41(4 &c. , (G 
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in which 

U(i 4. 3 W(21 4. 3 ;  4  W(2i  4  zi7(21  4 

and the two first of the equations (D become 

dcp d9 a  a,  (z, A)-4 = (z, B)-1 da ate 

if we put for abridgment 

 Yi 9   (U(3  U(4 4 &c. z,  A z, B ' 

d9 dO On account of the smallness of -a:, T the quantities a (3 are 

approximate values of a, g ; and to deveiope a, 0, themselves, or any 
function of them F (a, 0), in a series of ascending powers of these 

approximate values, we have, by the theorems of Laplace before re 
ferred to, 

d ((IF, ,'do, r +1 
 

dm tdF, i d9, 16+1\ 
F(.., A  F,  E(,0-0 

 
daft kdai k da,  i Op kW; k dig, I I 

1 
(K 

n 11.+. (..,  A).  1 7 [n  ir 1 (; B)+i 

d.  n. 

 

(II F, (d9,\" +1 (do, ye 41 dF, MO, y.p+. d (d9,r+1 dF, (doy+1 d 

ido,r1 w dm,. Op da, 0A des,  k 48,   da,kdA, I akkda, 1  4, kira,1 iCi,kiii-3,1 
nos 0: 0 

[n  I in +' [n'  I ]ne 1 (zi  A )" +1 (z,  B)61 +1 

the functions F cp being formed from F, p, by changing a, g, to 

g and [n i]+1, [71' 1]1, being known factorial symbols ; 
we have therefore, 

(Pi (do, V 
1 

da?' kdoc,  a  (n 0 [n Ar +1 

(PO, (d0,)*(d011"1l1 
da,ft diS,ga kda,dis, dJ  

2(tht$10:0 [n]ti [n  ]''i 1 (z, A)*+1 (z, B)L1; 
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da fd0, In  
I 

07. VA   2007 [n 1]'; (z,  Br 1 

do se, d20, fdp, )1' 4 I 
(el)' 

da," dAr kda,disikcico, kdis, 
&(.000, o [n 1r-1-1 [nit (z, A)s+1 (; Bri'+1 

Now, if we differentiate V as a function of the three independent 
variables a, j, z we have by (B and (I), 

dV dV dV 
ciT's , "  A di-sT 

 (z  13 '  ("1   ; 

we have also V [au, prf(* , when a 3, , vanish ; and therefore, 

V  &W(r 14, (x,  A Ada,  th, (x, 13 figd13, , (N 

2, being considered as constant in the integrations, and the integrals 
being so determined as to vanish with a (3,. Substituting in this 

expression (N), the developments of a, fe, and performing the inte 

grations, we find the following development for v 

   W(m 4. it {(z,  A es,2 B 1 1-4 

 2 (*,1017,O 

d" ft.11)V+2 

des,n 2r+2 (z, 6+1  

N"  
di3," 

 
k 

[n 2]I-1-2 (z, B)+1 

Cl"+"' 
da,s disp' k dm, di3,k da, I dis, 

[ii tn, 1)Igi -1-1 (z, A)"+' (z,  B)*' sl (0 

which is another form for the integral of the partial differential 

equation (A), obtained from the elimination (D). And if we wish 

to introduce any other rectangular coordinates x, y, z, into the ex 
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pression of this integral (0), instead of x y z we may do so by 
the known methods, by putting 

XI  (x xn cos. xx, (y  y q cos. yx, (z zg cos. zx, 
y,  (x x k cos. ay, (y  y w cos. yy, (z z11 cos. zy, (P 
z,  (x xt cos. sz, (y  y u cos. yz, (z zf cos. zz, 

XI, y z being the values of x y z that belong to the point upon the 

ray which had been taken for origin. 

Verifications of the foregoing Developments. 

4. We may verify the form (0 which we have thus found for 
the integral of (A), by the following condition, resulting from (IA 

d V a, d V 13, d V 
dz, 1.4 z,  A da, p z, B  ___. 4,2 , (Q 

of which each member is an expression for the cosine y of the 
small angle which a near ray makes with the ray that we have 
taken for the axis of z, . The condition (Q may be put under 
the form 

d V 
dz, (aa, 1313,  V 1  /32 (R 

in which, by (0), 
d V A,2 dtp, 
c;  2 

 
dz, 

d" MO,  1 d20, di' fdq),  I d20, 
Z d a , krd-: z 000 di3,n kk (43, 

-FT. [n l]"-' B)n  
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(.)0 
tin idO, Vi +2 tdO,  2 

 cc ac-.73. 43,n' kdis, 
[nis (n 2 (z, a4)+2 4. [4] (n  2 (z, 1 

&I-Ens-T-1 d20, tdcpAti ltdOi 
)41 I do," diSt dz,kda,dA, kda, J kdos, 

cc: un-1-1 [n 4. 1]i,4:1(z, (z, B)"+1 

.1z,  A 4.  2($, 0: 0 k  1 

and, by (4, 

d2p1 do,  1 dq,  
1 da, d$,fti Wes, df3,k dx,I k 

(z, A)+2 (z, B)1-1-2 
(S 

(d0,)ss  1 da fdaO,fl+l 
co ma. &fan' k da, dA,n vii; " 13/3/ A3/2  (n 0 [n 1] I (z, -I A)" +1 [n 1]4 i I (2, B)" +1 

dm "i I d2q),,,1" fit \IV  
1 dos," d13,"'kda, 9 ,k da , I kdig, I 

En [n' lr -I 1 (z, A)" -1-1 (2,  B)'  1 

d" n' I d20, fdp,\n  1 
do," dig,"Ikda,d13,k da,  kdis,  

Cn  114+1 En (z, 4'4-1 (z B)-i 1 

while the development of 

V 1 - 

may be deduced from the general formula (K by changing 

F (a, A to y  A 1  at  , 
and 

F, to y,  4 

To compare these several developments, and to examine whether 

they satisfy the condition (R), we are to observe, that from the 

nature of the function 0, we have by the foregoing number, 

dO 42 4 42 
c-d- (y,(4  716  &c,  y, 1  

d2tp, 4. SY a dY . (134P, d2 7 . 
da, dz, 

 4" 
71;;; 03,dz, ' dP, 'd3, dz, da,d13, 

VOL. XVI. 
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 ad 2(.00 OD: e: 

13 2(n, n" Z'Oce 

1 

(IT 
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and therefore 

d d2O,tdo,Vg  j (k r'  1\ d2 y dO, Vs  1 fdp, W  
dz, kdad13,kdx, k  I 

 do k dm f I WI I 

 I ai j_fiVil deP, 11,1  1 d dam,1 -1 I ffriA do, n  d  ve 
da, I k dA, I 43, 

 
k da, I -1 dp, I t dm, dx, I 

by which means the difference of the developments (S and (T 
becomes 

d V f C12.,Vg  1 dy, d" I cA,V4  1 dy, 
Trz  -t",-1-/A)=Y,  2(n 0 dx," k tada, I da, I di3, des, 

[n 1y1-1-1(z, A%'+' [n  1 ]" +1 (z, B),+1 

rdry, f dE,r+1 ifirAn' 41_1_11 doffs-J-1 N 11+1 icDn+ld Lib n1+1 
4. 2 (novro, oc daindiS,n1 1 daidP, ViA, d/3, \&c, d, 8kdxI da,1 0,1 i 

; (V [n  11'1+1 (le 1 +1(z,  11)8+1 (z,  

and the series in this second member being exactly that which would 
result as the development of 

7=1 V 1  

from the formula (K), we see that the condition (Q or (R is satis 
tied, and the sought verification is obtained. 

Another verification of the foregoing developments may be 
obtained by applying the general expresssion in series (K), for any 
function F of the cosines cc, g, to the case where this function is  
do We find, first da 

d do, n I dem f /4, \n--1 1 d245, 3 
GI 

d dig 'AU j da da da,  ' a " -I    
En   (z [n UN 1 (Z,  Br +1 

do+n' d3 p!0-1 rs41d20,1(Lty+1d 1 I 
(..dr1 

d2 /di Ate-141(j. 
icyd'to+li 4. uw, a decn48 inidai2Clitkda 43, 2 ko, kda, Uzi da, (dis, (IVO 0 0 

[n 1]+1  13+1 (z, di (z, B i l (W 
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which may be put under the form 

tp. dos x.+1 f d20, (doilni do, 
dQ Cider 

s 
 Cia:1/443,W kda,d/il da k dA, - 

2(s o  i13*-i. 1 (z, t -Ann (1:0 [tiAn'  1 1(z,  A)(z B)*' 
  (X 

that is, by (L), 
dO 
-d7G (zd  A (-m,), 44, 

which agrees with the conditions (H). A similar verification may 
be obtained from the same conditions (H), by considering the deve 

dp 
lopment of 

Finally, we may observe that the condition 

V  ar  Yz, ax ,18, 
U 

--rj, s, 

becomes, by (G and (1), 

W(b (z, 4. A (age, 
 

-42 (z, B (AA, 
  ; 

p, 2 

in which, by (K and (L), 

Z 

(A' 

ag. 42 4 2 
-2  2 

n4-1 d" fthP,V+2 
2 n  2 da7 da, 
(n)0 En  1p-14 (z, A)n+2 

(Pi+. ido,\.+1/0), 
daadi vixi 2 da,nd13,4' ks, k dm k a/3,  

0,r.90, 0 Don [no 1)114.1(zi A)*  .Byei 4.1 

n  I (In  do 111-1-2 
-1512  Lit n 2 05 4 2 071 dA,  2 (ft En  11*+1 BP+2 

dn+w (12ip, Op, v4  1 fc_lcp.,_Ve  1 
 da kda,413, Wes, kdig,  

WOO, 0 [n nirTartierf (z, 41)"+1 (Z,  Br +2 

g13, 
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tin fthP,  2 dip,  4 2 
eP 200 

 
dap da  

[ti 11 -1 1 (z, A)' 4. 1].+1 (z, 

z CO, OD -I (nos' 0, 0 

ds-Ho ap, c120, fthp, lig+1 (n 4. il (41,11-1-1 l kda,disekda, ldA, 
[n [n' 116 1 (z,  A) (z 

(B1 

so that we are conducted by this other method to the same expres 
sion (0 for the characteristic function of an ordinary optical sys 
tem, as that which we before obtained by performing the integra 
tions (N). In all these expressions the sign1(.,.17):1(7 denotes a sum 
mation with reference to the variable integers n, n', from zero to 

infinity. 

Case of a Plane System. 

5. A similar analysis may be applied to integrate the partial dif 
ferential equation 

(d 
V Ng '2 

dx 142 

to which the equation (A of this Supplement reduces itself, when 
we consider a system of rays of ordinary light, contained in the plane 
of itz. In this case, if we put 

XI  (x xe cos. xx, (z zl cos. zx, 

z,  (x xc cos. xz, z,, cos. zz, 
(V 

we may suppose ; g, to be new rectangular coordinates, in the same 

plane as az, and such that the axis of z, coincides with the direction 
of some given ray of the system : and we may denote by a, v, the 
cosines of the angles which any near ray makes with these new axes, 
so that 

  

We shall then have for one form of the integral of the partial diffe 
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rential equation (CD, the following combination of equations : 

dU yr Tr dU 
pa,  747 v u  a , 

between which a is conceived to be eliminated, and in which 

U W pr,  fh  (Zi 
+ 

fl.--)--1L'2 

 Z (i)mo WO y(2i 4) ; 

1.3.5...(2i I 421+4 WU   3. wi 3 ; 7(2i .4. 4 
2.4.6 (2i  2 

 2i  4 ; It 

W(0), Wi 3 , being constant coefficients in the development of the 

function W, according to the powers of a, and A being another con 

stant in that development, namely, the distance upon the given ray, 
from the point where it touches the caustic curve of the plane sys 

tem,. to the origin of at, And . The first of the two equations  E' 
becomes 

1 do 
zi  A 

when we put 

 
z, ' 

and gives therefore, by the well-known theorem of Lagrange, for 

functions of a single variable, 

(R 

(F' 

 

11'07---' F1  201); 

dm dF, fdp,V+1 
do?' det,kda, 

[n 1111+1 (z, 41+1 
(G' 

F(c6 denoting any function of a, which admits of being developed 
according to positive integer powers of 03  and F p being formed 

VOL. XVI. 
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from F, cp, by changing a to a, . The cosines a, 7, may therefore be 
thus developed, 

di. 
(747.' drt,    Z(4 in  1 in  1 (X, 4 A)T  1 

dy, (do, vs 
cho da, kda, 

[n IP +1(z  Ar +I 

if we put 
VI =4 I  4,2 

And since V may be thus expressed, 

V  i,z, &WM p, (z, A)Jo' ada, 

because 

dV  (aclx, yd;  (z, 4. A da, p, (aa, y dz 

and because V becomes 1.6z,  1.6W( when a,  0, we find, finally, 

, (z, 4. 4 at,2 (K'  z O, 
-2 

de /do, 
W 

 2 
kda, -14  2(*) [n   2 (Z,  1 s 

This form (10 for the integral of the partial differential equation 
(C), may be verified by observing that it satisfies the condition 

1 dV 
dz ma y , 

V being differentiated for z, and a, as two independent variables ; 
because 

dO, (21  4 d20, dy, 
vi;: ="1, T' da,dz, 

 
da, a' ' 

zi(dado y 
2 (n 4. 2 4.1r:cc: yqirdaY: 

  , 

v v, 200; 
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do  fdt  2 Cl" 1" 
0m 

ii;r4r 
 4'1 WS, dap y 

2do 
(4 ir  (it  1 7;7. (cga, 

, 

and therefore, differentiating (K' as if a, were constant, 

1 dV 
ds (Pk  

dz 
 7i 4ai2  a, Zoo: 

d'in k dm,  
[11 1]"  1 (2,  j1 

ti 
des,n dm, kda, 

in 41  1 0,  Ar " 

that is by (HD, 
1 dV 

dz, 
 

Case of a System of _Revolution. 

6. Another particular case of the partial differential equation 

(A), deserves to be considered specially ; namely the case of sys 
tems of revolution, symmetric about some single ray. In this case, 

if we take for the axis of z, the ray which is the axis of the system, 
V will be a function of z and of e ya ; and if we put 

,r2  y2  (0f 

we may in general suppose V developed according to positive integer 

powers of n, in a series satisfying the condition, 

/dv 2 /dvx2 
L-;-- 

 P2 

To integrate this partial differential equation (P'), which is a 

particular case of (A), we may employ the corresponding case of 

the general system of equations CD), (E), putting for abridgment 

irs  6, (Q' 

(P 
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and considering the quantities W, U, as functions of s, which we 
shall suppose capable of being developed according to positive inte 

ger powers of that variable. In this manner we shall obtain 

dU dU dU dU 
d-Trs do dfit 

=" /3 

and therefore by (D), 

du2 
ten  4t 

( 
 U  2s dU 

ds  S' 

We have also by (E), 

U  W tAx 1 dU dW 1.4z - 6  ds 27 
(7 

in which 

 4 1  

and we may put 

.w  ova  ih. m(i 11+2 '2i+4; 

dW PA 
2 (i (i  2 si+1 21,2i+4 ; ch  

dU (2  A 
(V 

13.5...(2i  1 Ui4-1   w2iz4 2.4.6...(2i  2 2 

in which W(0  w2i 4. 4 , A, are constants of the same kind as be 

fore, A denoting the distance of the origin from the focus of central 

rays. Hence, if we put for abridgment, 

  
(. (V' 
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ei is an approximate value of 1, and we have the following relation 

between s, and s 

4 
.77.2 

4 
(w 

which gives, by the theorems before referred to, 

ch. S dstV 4'12 vi  1 
z Al 

[n 11*+1 (z A)*fl 

f (E being a function of s, and J +, being formed from f, +, by 
changing e to s, . We have also, by (LS' (T' (Up, 

z , rs idu 9 d2 
-I 0 k -1 *" de 1 -1 

 z "  "11711-111 
 444' (r 

and therefore, by (XI), 

14V 
 z Wo (z A)s, 2i _+.J/' 4' d., 

4n4-1 dn  A 
_26,4, (0, (w s(n [n (z A)-1-1 this 2 do, k z 41 

in which, 

1+1 (4, 
so oc us+1 s, ;  s(j ; (i ui+.1 , 

10 , (I)1 4,, ds  U.  g 1+1 2  2 (z 

The development (Z' is one form of the integral of the partial 
differential equation (Pi ; another form of the same integral, may 
he obtained from the expression (K' for the characteristic function 

Of 
' 
a plane system, by changing a, to 7;--.2 , and z, to z, and is, 
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V A 71(z 11)4+1 ;  +2 
2(z  A   `100 [n 2p+2 (dA/n) X" X d' 

in which 

A" 

0  2 wli 2 1.3.5...(2i 4 1 z 
CO 0 (2  Ari +4 (w2i t 2.4.6...(2i  2 2i 4 (P 

Each of these forms gives, when we neglect 44, the following 
approximate expression for the characteristic function V of a system 
of ordinary rays, symmetric about the axis of x, 

(7v 2 .)4  if 
V  z " 

q4-2 
z +8 

-5-- 8(z  A 
(z 16w6)43 
16(z 4 -2--jr 

(z 8w4)2n3 
S(z'  1,1)7 ; (Cu 

in which,  e y4, and W(0), A, w 4, w  are constants in the 

development of the connected function W, such that when we neglect 
the eighth power of the sine of the angle contained between a near 

ray, and the axis of revolution of the system, we have 

W urn 11(42  132 I  -r w4 kes2 -r t.2 -r -r 2 (D" 

a, being, as before, the cosines of the angles that the near ray 
makes with the axes of x and y, to which it is nearly perpendi 
cular. 

Verification of the approximate Integral for Systems of Revolution. 

7. THE approximate expression (C" for the characteristic function 
of an optical system of rtvolution, admits of extensive 'applications: 
it is therefore useful to consider other methods, by which it may he 
obtained or verifia An immediate verification may be derived 
from the partial differential equation (P' of whia (C" ought to be 
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an approximate integral ; namely, by computing from (C" the. ap 

proximate expressions of 

4,7 and 
itj 

, dz 

and trying whether their sum is unity, when n4 is neglected. Putting 
for this purpose the expression (Cii under the form 

)12 )13 
 Z P" 4. 2(z  A 8(z  

 16(z A)5 

(A -8w 4)t)2 (32w4-16w6-3A),,' (A -8tv ale 
 8(z 4. A)' 

-1 
16(Z -1--774)6 

-I 8(z 

we find, by differentiation, 

1 dV 342. 5,13 
dZ 2(z  8(z A)4 

 
16(z  Ar 

(A-8w, )119 3(32w4  16w6  3413 7(A. 811,4)43 ; 2(z  A)5 8(z  8(z  

2 dV 1 3n2 , (A -81 o 4)i 
cri 

 z -I A 
 

2(z  8(z  2(z  

3(32w4  16w,  )1)2 3(A  8w4Y242 
8(z  4(z  

and therefore, neglecting 44, 

id n2=1 )12 113(Ah"810 )112 
pViTz (z Ay (z (z (z 

(lIA 112w4 481v6)y3 7(A  8w4)243 
4(z  AY' 4(z  Ay 

4 (d V\2 71 )12 (A A  8104)N2 
Vd; 

 
(zvA)2 (z+.A)4 (Z (z 

(11A -112w 4 48w6)43  7(A  8w4)))3 
4(z - 4(z  

(E" 

(r 

(G" 
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expressions of which the sum is unity, as it ought to be. We may 
remark that the former of these two expressions represents the square 
of the cosine, and the latter the square of the sine, of the angle 
which a near ray makes with the axis of revolution of the system. 

Other Method of obtaining the Approximate Integral. 

8. Again, the approximate integral (CO of the partial differen 
tial equation (P'), may be obtained in the following manner. Since 
V is supposed capable of being developed according to positive inte 

ger powers of v, let us assume 

p 
 V" 4- V(1 II  V(2 /12 1 V (3 (H" 

neglecting n4, and considering r), V(1), V(2), 17(3), as functions of z, of 

which the forms are to be determined. To determine these forms, 
we have, when n  0, 

d V d2V d3 V V  ;  V(' ;  2 V(2 ;  6y, V(3 ; de 

di' drk d2 V dV(1 d3 Vd V(2 d4 V dV(3 
-d-; =7". dz (Adz 

 
dz ; dz  0dz ; dedz  644 dz 

The equation 
is positive, if we 

negative towards 

fore, by (1"), 

d V 
(P' shews that - 

suppose the motion 

the positive part of 

dV  pr, when n  0 ; and -Tiz 
of the light directed from the 
the axis of z ; we have there 

d V() 
dz 

--  (K" 

The equation (P' gives also, by differentiating it with respect 
to Ph 
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dV d2V  dV d2V 
CPT 

v  +dz &az dq2 ; 

n dV d3V id21/A2 dVd3V 
(d2VN2 

 dedz-r kdndzi -di de  A 8 dV d2Tr 
 Tin 

O=; 
-d V d4 V q d3 V  711 dm3dz-T " 

dndz dedz 
dvd4 v dwd3v 

124 tin de an de 

id2n2 d d3 V 
 12 

d4 -43  14 
k-,w 

and, making 4  0, we find by (.1" the following equations in ordi 

nary differentials, from which V(1), V(2), 17(3), are to be deduced : 

A WO ''  dz 

dV(2 

 2 v()2 , 

0  _f_r_t +817(1)1,(2  fdri)v 

 

1 k-ir., - ; (p 

o  ddv:  12V(' V(3 i 
M dV(1)dV 

-r dz dz  8 V(2)2 . 

These three differential equations, when divided respectively by 
V(1 4, V" 6, can easily be integrated, and give, when combined 

with the integral of (K"), 

vo  V(o z; 

1  
V(1 

-- 2z; 

v 2 Tari.  2z; 
(N" 

V(3)4 4(v , v)2 V3  V(1)6 Z 2x  vi 

V0 v v v being the four arbitrary constants introduced by the 
four integrations. The functions V(`' V(' V(3 , are therefore 
of the form 

VOL. XVI. 
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r(n  z ,00 ; V(1 2z  vi 
um  221.-1=2z 

(2z  %Ty ; 

4, 4z  v3 , 4(v,  rb)2 V(.   ; (2z  v,)6 (2z  v,  

(0" 

and these forms for the coefficients of the development (H"), agree 
perfectly with the development (C" or (E"), when we establish the 

following relations between the constants : 

 w(l ; v,  24 ; v,  10a4 ; V3 8 (16w4  8w6  A 

we see,  therefore, that the present method of integration confirms the 
former results. 

Connexion of the Longitudinal Aberration in a System of _Revolution, 
with the Development of the Characteristic Function V. 

9. To give now an example of the optical use of the development 
which has been thus obtained, let .us consider its connexion with the 
aberrations of the near rays, from the principal or central focus. We 
have already remarked that the constant A deuotes the distance of 
the origin of coordinates, upon the central ray, beyond this principal 
focus, in such a manner that the focal ordinate is  A. For the 
ordinate Z, of intersection of any near ray with the central ray, we 
have by the fourth of the equations (C), of the present Supplement, 

Z: 
th ',2   s 

if we form the coefficient 
117-7, by putting W under the form of a homo 

geneous fituctiQn a 0, is, 7, of the dimension zero, with the help of 
the relation coa    I, and by then differentiating this 

function, and if et, fe, were constant, and y the only variable. 

1 nv 
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Employing therefore for 
17w, 

the development 

 WW(o)Mat p2 tv2i 4 4 (42  132)4 2 
7; 2(4'   72 -(1  (62   y1+2 (R" 

which is of the homogeneous form required, and, after differentiating 
for v, making a'  f  v I, we find for the ordinate Z, 

z  A  A(1  (07; (2i  w2i (c62 A2)i 1 

a series of which the term -A being the ordinate of the central 

focus, the remainder is the longitudinal aberration : is the cosine 

of the angle which the near ray makes with the central ray, and 

IT is the square of the sine of that angle. If therefore we de 

note the aberration Z A by A, we may develope A in a series of 

the form 

A  (42  (42  A2)2  8" (T" 

in which 

L=1A 4,1,1=1 A -1-2w.,--6w6. (U" 

Add if by these relations (U"), we eliminate w, w, from the ap 

proximate expression (E"), we find the following formula : 

ihn2 L V  (z -1117(0) 2(z  A  4 z  1  

fM (2L OL 
(j5z 

61,z 
 (V" 

which shews the connexion in a system of revolution between the 

development of the longitudinal aberration A, and that of the cha 

racteristic function V. 
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Changes of a System of Revolution produced by Ordinary Refraction. 

10. Suppose now that the rays of this system of revolution fall 

upon a refracting surface of revolution, having for axis the axis of 
the system, and having for equation 

z  zo x, 4  x, 112  '13  SCC. W 

in which n is still  ya  the square of the perpendicular distance 
of a point ityz from the axis ; and let pi' be the refracting index of 
the new medium into which the rays pass after refraction. It is evi 
dent that in this new medium, the rays will compose a new sysem of 

revolution, symmetric about the same axis as before ; and we may in 

general suppose the characteristic function V' of this new system, 
which is analogous to V of the old, developed in a series similar 
to  

I L'  fil (z  W I (9  2(z  A'   A, 

-r 12(z  z  A' (z .412 I" 5 
fAi3 C. 2L'1  5L' 6112 3 " (X" 

the constants A' L' L' being similar to A L L1 , in such a manner 
that the ordinate Z' of intersection of the axis with a near ray, is 

Z'  A'  11 (0'2   Li (4'2  l2)2, 

if a:9  jr denote the square of the sine of the angle which the near 

ray makes with the axis, and if we neglect the sixth power of this 
sine. To connect the new and old constants in the development of 
the characteristic function, we have, by the nature of this function, 
and by the principles of my former memoirs, the condition 

0=AV=111-17; CZ" 
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which is to be satisfied for all the points of the refracting surface, and 

which may therefore be differentiated, considering AV as a function 

of z, 4, namely the difference of the developments (V" (X"), and 

considering z as itself a function of n, assigned by the equation of the 

refracting surface (if"). In this manner we find, transposing the 

symbols AI, d, 

dV dz dV  A  A   
dz ' 

d2 V dz (it V tdz A d2 V 
4. 

diz A dV 
0  747  

2 A  
an dzdti  kdg de de dz 

A d3 V d V 'd z' (13 V 
 c_1113 d3 V 

 
71,7 -d71 A dzde Vi;i7 dedli dz3 

(An 

df,z d' V dz di z d' V d3 z A dV 
 3 

d dzdif dT de "T de dz 
 

and, making after the differentiations ii 0, we have 

dz z  z0 ; cri  z1; 
(Az dsz  2z  6z3  de 2 de .-1." 

A dV d*V d3 V  ; =0; d.z3 

z A; cli4=14" 
d' V d3 V P 

AY ; dn 
 A 

A)3 
d V A   

d2 V A L P &V q -21a 3p, z A  
i2(z A)44(z 4)31 ; 

A dzdni  A 
(z A)' 4(z+4)4 s 

d3 v A or, 5L 3  743  "  
(z k 2(z  A  (s 

We have therefore, 13t, for the change of A, the ordinate of the 

central focus, 
VOL. XVI. 
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0 Atk: z  A (C." 

had, for tile change of L the first or principal coefficient of aber 

ration, 

0  r fa 4z . A . 114  8z, . : (D"I Z (z  A ' (az  

IIIrd, for the change of L, the coefficient of the fourth power of the 

sine of the angular aberration, in the expresssion of the longitu 
dinal, 

0 .--"*.OL 3L2 
(z  Ay 2(z AT .7 4)2  I  3z, A . 2L N 

(z A)4'tz  A 

3z12 A . 
4)2 

3z A 
.(z  6z, (z 

z being the ordinate of the poitit of central incidence. With respect 
to the present meaning of the sign A, we may remark, that the 
first of the three equations (C" (1Y" (E" is equivalent to the 

folloWing 

 2z fe;  2z  z A' z  A 

and the two others are to be similarly interpreted. 

Ex/ample ; Spheric Refraction ; Mr. Herschel' s Formula for Aberration 

of a thin Lens. 

11. These general equations for refracting surfaces of revolu 

tion may be adapted to the case of a refracting spheric surface, by 

(F" 
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1 1 z z  ; z3  2r 2 8r3 16r5 

the two first, for example, becoming 

r 

0  2/AZ f.4 2,tk 
 4)4 (z rtz 7 

which contain under a convenient form, the known theorems for the 

change of the central focus, and of the principal coefficient of aber 

ration, by refraction of a spheric surface ; r being the radius of this 

surface, and being considered as positive or negative, according as the 

convexity or concavity is turned towards the incident rays. 
If, for instance, we consider an infinitely thin lens in vacua, hav 

ing flo for its refractive index, and having r, ri, for the radii of its two 

spheric surfaces, (positive when those surfaces are convex towards 

the incident rays, we may take the point of central incidence for 

origin, and the equation (H" will become, 

v=7 
 1-th, A p, 1 

r A" 
 (Kw 

  A', A", being the ordinates of the central focus in the 

three successive states of the system ; and similarly, (P" will give 

0 21.01: 2L 
(F. 

1  
A'4 A4 4'3 A r der 

n 2.1." 21J-Ll 
(I 

 A114 7177C 
"""1" 4113 

1_2 1 
it3 kr' A&quot t' r' 

L' , L" , being the three successive values of the principal coeffi 

(Gm 
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cient of aberration. Adding the two equations (L"'), the interme. 
diate coefficient E disappears, and we find, 

2L" 2.L 1 v A"4 A4 (A"3 

2 2 ii 1 
kr'All2 

 
A' IP" "  

-r1P 

in which, by  IC" , 

(h -1 
747 pvA !kr 4471 1 el 

and therefore, 

L" fp,  1\ 11 1 f y,,o, MO , 3E2 \ 
7-47,7 

 
44- k 2  Vr7 

 
7 r&quot -r -t A A2 

if we put for abridgment 

fI I 
70 

2p, 
A 

rjdis 1 
I. 

(N1 

(0" 

It 

Mm_1.1-31.4  7' 
 3 3p, (P" 4 

M(2   3 . 
2 

2 2.,  EA" 
,m(0  12:1 1  2j. 149  

It is easy to see that the formula (On agrees with the expression 
for the spherical aberration of an infinitely thin lens, which MR. 

HERSCHEL has deduced by reasonings of a different kind, in his Me 

moir " On Aberrations of Compound Lenses and Objet-glasses," pub 
lished in the second part of the Philosophical Transactions for the 

year 1821 ; and in his excellent " Treatise on Light published in 

the Encyclopcedia 3fetropolitana 
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The elegance of this formula of Mr. Herschel, and the important 

consequences which he has obtained from it, have induced us to 

shew how the same expression may be derived from the develop 
ment of the characteristic function of an ordinary system of revolu 

tion, assigned in the present Supplement. The same form of deve 

lopment, and those other forms which we have assigned in the same 

Supplement, for systems not of revolution, contain the solution of 

other optical problems, of which we hope to treat hereafter. 
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The Reader is requested to make the following Corrections: 
In formula (N), read V p, W(n  &f E(; B AdA,1 In  VI, for z2 y2 read e 
Before (A"), for "and is" read " and supposing ww+s  0, and is" 

In formula (B" of First Supplement, for z read x. 


